Hiler takes on Brademas

Conservative Republican John Hiler, newly elected to Congress, faces the unenviable task of trying to unseat House Majority Whip John Brademas in his bid for a 12th term as representative of Indiana's 3rd District. He interviewed recently by Observer Executive News Editor Tom Jackman.

John Hiler

Q: You've been asked this a hundred times, but why should people in this district vote for John Hiler, the idea of getting a powerful man in the House? What can you do that he can't?

A: I think we have to look at the record of what's been going on here in the Third District. We have approximately 12.5 percent unemployment, this is over 30 percent higher than in the rest of the country. We are an economically blighted district. You look at the city of South Bend, which lost almost 16 percent of its population in the decade of the 70's. Elkhart County has an unemployment rate of about 15.6 percent today. This district is not on the map, people don't talk about this district. You look at the city of Bend, which lost almost 20 percent of its population over a ten percent rate of about 15.6 percent higher than in the Third District. You look at the city of Bend, which lost almost 20 percent of its population over a ten percent rate of about 15.6 percent higher than in the Third District.

ND Legend

Moose's ends 31-year reign as AD

by Paul Motter

tutor-on-a-chef

Edward W. (Moose) Krause ended years of speculation Friday by announcing his resignation as Notre Dame's athletic director, effective January 1. Krause, who admittedly was contemplating retirement "for over three years now," made the announcement following Friday's Quarterback Club luncheon at the ACC.

Notre Dame's athletic director for over 31 years, Krause said that Executive Vice-President Fr. Edmund P. Joyce "has appointed me Athletic Director Emeritus after January 1, I will act as Athletic Director until that time.

He also indicated that there was no specific reason for making the announcement at this time.

The Observer learned Friday, however, that the announcement was prompted by news leaks from Charlottesville, Va., naming current Virginia Athletic Director Gene Corrigan as Krause's replacement. Joyce, who will appoint the new athletic director, has been unavailable for comment.

Corrigan, reached Friday in his Charlottesville office, refused comment on the situation.

The Observer has learned, however, that Corrigan privately told several athletic officials in the Atlantic Coast area that he has accepted Notre Dame's offer.

It was also learned that Corrigan visited Notre Dame Tuesday of last week. He also was in attendance for Notre Dame's season-opening victory over Purdue.

Corrigan, a 53-year-old graduate of Duke University, has served as Virginia's athletic director since 1971. He is considered a solid businessman by his peers, and at Virginia has shown a determined effort to improve the status of women's athletics.

Krause indicated that at "this time I have no idea who the new man will be. The advice I would have is that he better be a business man. In the sports world at the collegiate level, they're going to have to think about ways to bring in revenue to support expanding programs. Many schools are in financial trouble right now.

Muskiew calls for SALT II ratification

by Laura L. Lannom

Senior Staff Reporter

Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie spoke Saturday morning to an overflow crowd in Washington Hall. Calling for SALT II ratification, he stressed the importance of working to get the Soviet Union for world peace.

Muskie emphasized the efforts the Carter administration has exerted to modernize American defense systems, the MX missile, and other advanced weapon technology and that U.S. and allied military forces "are a match for any adversary or combination of adversaries."

He then, however, warned of the impossibility of reconstituting military superiority over the Soviet Union. Although never mentioning the name, Muskie alluded to President Ronald Reagan when he served: "such superiority (over the Soviet Union) may sound grand in speeches."

"The Soviets will no more allow us to gain such a position than we will allow it to them. A search for superiority would simply create a massive, dangerous arms race, Muskie continued."

The Secretary concluded that the ratification of SALT II would be the aim of any "prudent" foreign policy, and that another Carter-Reagan disagreement. He stated that the Administration would work for ratification of the treaty "as soon as possible next year after the elections and the 'lame duck' session of Congress.

The Israeli-Egyptian peace, the Secretary said, has "given the U.S. an important advantage in world peace."

In conclusion, Muskie defined peace as something "hard, fragile, and a live in vivo condition." He stressed its connection with the "total human progress.

The Secretary was introduced by House Minority Whip John Brademas (D., Ind.). Other speakers included: Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, President of the University; Dean Thomas P. Bergin of Continuing Education, and Edmund S. Muskie, consultant of the Board of Trustees.

Fr. Toohey “very grave”

Fr. William Toohey, director of Campus Ministry was listed in "very grave" condition as of 11:40 a.m., according to a St. Joseph's Hospital spokesman.

Toohey, who is suffering from encephalitis, underwent surgery last Monday night to relieve intracranial pressure on the brain which is associated with the disease. Doctors are still uncertain as to why the disease has been triggered. It is certain that this type of encephalitis is not the common variety spread by mosquito bites.

Earlier in the week, Toohey's vital statistics showed signs of improvement, however, towards Saturday afternoon, the priest failed to respond to treatment and his condition worsened rapidly.

Toohey, a 52-year-old native of New Castle, had been the ten-year term as director of Campus Ministry.
A bomb exploded in a car yesterday outside the Turkish mission to the United Nations. Five people were injured and several buildings were damaged, police reported. Pieces of the car were thrown several blocks away from the explosion site on U.N. Plaza. In Los Angeles, The Associated Press received an anonymous call late Wednesday from a man called the "Armenian Justice Committee" responsible for the New York explosion. But police did not want to make it immediately clear if the Los Angeles explosion, at a downtown building, was connected to the New York blast. Another vehicle was extensively damaged in the New York explosion and police said several surrounding buildings were blown out. The buildings also suffered "extensive exterior damage," police said. — AP

Despite some blunders the government has founh homes for 90 percent of the 125,000 Cubans who came to America as part of the "Freedom Flotilla." Now the Carter administration is working to overcome any bad feelings their arrival created. Five months after the Cubans began crossing from Havana to Key West, Fla., in an illegal exodus endorsed by Cuban President Fidel Castro, about 12,000 Cubans, mostly single males with no U.S. relatives, no knowledge of English and few skills, remain in federal detention. Those still in the camps have been characterized as the hardest to settle. Federal officials are relying solely on volunteers — groups, including churches, to find sponsors. "It's going to take some time and it's going to take money, probably more than the government's three-month reintegration grant," said Gerald Drake of the U.S. Catholic Conference. — AP

New earth tremors shook the ruined buildings of Algiers, Algeria yesterday, raising fears for the safety of rescuers digging frantically through debris to reach hundreds of victims still showing signs of life 48 hours after an earthquake devastated the city. The shaking is the first since President of the Red Crescent relief organization, Moussa Belouane, said the death toll yesterday reached the Friday official of 1,200 and exceeded the earlier estimate of 20,000. A big international rescue and relief operation was in motion, and in every city Algerians set up donation points for food and supplies. Thousands lined up at hospitals and first-aid centers to donate blood — so many that Algerians had to call a temporary halt to donations there because it could not handle them all. The rescue continued by floodlights throughout the night in this city located on a fault line. A bomb exploded in a car blown out. The buildings also suffered "extensive exterior damage," police said. — AP

Being a senior, this was my last chance to take such a trip with the department that I've spent four years of learning with, I thought about that as I watched the last play. At first I thought this would be my last time to see Stratford. So I looked at everything carefully, taking it in, memorizing. Then I ran into some friends from home. Unexpected pleasure. Virginia and Mary had made a donation to the Bard for five years. They had to call a temporary halt to donations there because they could not handle them all. The rescue continued by floodlights throughout the night in this city located on a fault line. A bomb exploded in a car blown out. The buildings also suffered "extensive exterior damage," police said. — AP

President Bani-Sadr of Iran claimed Iraq has used up all its reserve forces in the Persian Gulf war and said parliament may add new conditions for their attacking. In an exclusive telephone interview with AP, the Iranian president said Iran's strategy is to wear down the invaders before counter-attacking. In the wide-ranging, 20-minute interview yesterday, Bani-Sadr also said that if Iran had probably delayed action but had played a part in the Iran-Gulf war had probably delayed action by the Iranian administration is working to overcome any bad feelings their arrival created. Five months after the Cubans began crossing from Havana to Key West, Fla., in an illegal exodus endorsed by Cuban President Fidel Castro, about 12,000 Cubans, mostly single males with no U.S. relatives, no knowledge of English and few skills, remain in federal detention. Those still in the camps have been characterized as the hardest to settle. Federal officials are relying solely on volunteers — groups, including churches, to find sponsors. "It's going to take some time and it's going to take money, probably more than the government's three-month reintegration grant," said Gerald Drake of the U.S. Catholic Conference. — AP

A 761-ft crude oil tanker with 32 people aboard caught fire yesterday in the Gulf of Mexico about 20 miles north of New Orleans, Coast Guard said. The tanker Sea Royal, registered in Singapore, notified the Coast Guard that there was a fire in the engine room, and that the area was sealed off to prevent the fire from spreading, said Coast Guard spokesman Doug Bandos. The vessel is dead in the water, and the fire is in the engine room which is about 16 feet away from the cargo hold. We have lost communication with them," he said. There were no immediate reports of injury, Bandos said. Bandos said two Coast Guard airplanes were at the scene but were unable to contact the ship. The 465-foot tanker (capacity: 112,970 tons) has a crew of 32. The Sea Royal was bound for Galveston, with an undetermined amount of crude oil aboard, he said. — AP

Sunny and very cool today with highs in the mid 50s. Much cooler than the last couple of days with lows tonight in the upper 30s. Partly sunny and a little warmer Tuesday with highs in the low 60s. — AP
Terrien minimizes population problem

by Michael Maier
Staff Reporter

Declaring that couples should not decide against having children due to the problem of population, Conrad Terrien lectured on "The Myth of Overpopulation" to an audience of 350 Tuesday night in the Library Auditorium.

"So many, many people have refrained patroictically from having children that it breaks my heart to see them do it without knowing the real facts," Terrien asserted, while claiming that population is not a factor in major world crises.

In order to support his statements, Terrien explored population density, pollution, the energy crisis and starvation in the world. Despite criticisms and objections from the audience, Terrien contended that population plays an insignificant role in the world.

Holland and Belgium, with population densities of 900 individuals per square mile, do not consider themselves overcrowded and can produce enough food to sustain their people, Terrien said. On the other hand, China and India, countries traditionally considered overcrowded and underfed, have densities of approximately 400.

Noting that "the lakes and streams of today are much, much cleaner than they were in 1968," Terrien said that clean-up efforts by engineers far outdistance pollution output of the world's citizens.

"There is indeed an energy problem, but that nothing to do with population," Terrien observed. "It is a political, engineering, distribution problem because petroleum is too valuable and useful in other industries. We ought to thank the Arabs, instead of damning them, for jolting us into this recognition."

Terrien also stated that starvation is not due to over-population. He added that most years, India has had a surplus export of food.

"When asked why we so often hear of and see starving Indians, Terrien replied, 'It's a distribution problem. There are people starving in Appalachia. There are people starving in South Bend. And I know people are starving in Chicago."

Throughout the talk, Terrien used his blackboard often, drawing graphs and listing statistics. He also encouraged questions throughout the lecture, though at times he would cut off the questioner or postpone the answer until later in the lecture.

The vocal audience questioned Terrien for 15 minutes—three separate times. Each Terrien dominated the debate, mostly due to his microphone and preparation for all the traditional arguments posited.

While not insisting that all couples in the United States should have large families, Terrien did suggest that a baby boom now wouldn't hurt, but would help instead. "We have the food, we have the resources, and we will have the energy to sustain a population twice our size," Terrien said. "We're running out of kids. In a couple years the United States and Europe will have lost vigor and dynamism due to the lack of youth as a driving force of enthusiasm," Terrien concluded.

Henriot plans lecture


A well known author and lecturer in social analysis, Fr. Henriot has been with the Center of Concern since its founding in 1971. Prior to that time he was Visiting Associate at the Joint Center for Urban Studies of M.I.T.-Harvard and taught at a number of institutions including Seattle U., U. of San Francisco, Boston College & Gonzaga U. Fr. Henriot's lecture is sponsored by the Center for Experiential Learning.

The Observer
Outdoors in the Ozarks

by Jim Drinkard
Associated Press Writer

From bluffs 290 feet high, hikers look down on the Cten
River winding its way through an Ozarks gorge. Looking up, they see ridge
upon ridge of mountains fading into the haze.

Until now, the region has had nothing to compare with the
Appalachian Trail, Council about five years ago, pulling together a
loose coalition of representatives from the Sierra Club, the
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts and federal and state agencies.

There's no question that this trail will draw people from
Chicago, from Texas, and from all over the Midwest," said A
Schneider, the only full-time trail coordinator. Schneider, who left a junior college teaching
job in St. Louis for the Ozarks, describes himself as a
cheerleader for the trail.

The trail cuts across steep
hillsides, runs along wooded
ridgetops, climbs through
rocky outcroppings and mean-
ders through meadows. Forests
are mostly hickory, oak, maple
and pine. Deer and wild turkeys
abound in some areas.

The Ozarks scenery is the
main attraction, but its beauty
is on a different scale than that
to eastern or western moun-
tains. The highest point in the
Ozarks - Mountain in Arkansas - reaches only 2,823
feet.
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vibrant economy again, an economy that’s growing. When you have an economy that’s growing, you’re producing more tax revenues. The one thing (that’s) for sure, you’re never going to balance the budget by raising taxes.

Q: In an earlier interview with the Observer, Congressman Brademas disputed the poll which said that you were leading him, because he said it surveyed only 106 people, and in his words, “we surveyed more people than that to decide whether to serve hot dogs or hamburgers at a picnic.” Do you agree with Congressman Brademas?

A: The surveys that we’ve had taken, I don’t know what he’s talking about, 106 people. The surveys that we’ve had taken have surveyed 350-400 people, which is a statistically relevant survey. I’m not going to get into a dispute with Congressman Brademas over what he believes or doesn’t believe. We place a lot of faith in the poll; it’s statistically significant, it’s statistically reliable, and if you believe in statistics, then you have to believe in surveys. If he chooses not to, that’s his business. It doesn’t bother me, it doesn’t change our campaign strategy.

Q: Are there any issues on which you differ from Ronald Reagan?

A: Not too much on the issues that are going to determine this election. I think that the economy, inflation, the burden of overregulation, these are things that Reagan principally has been talking about of late, and these are the key elements of this campaign.
Jim Stone leads Irish romp over Hurricanes

by Tim Prister
Sports Writer

At the pep rally in Step- en Center Friday evening, tailback Phil Carter said it didn’t matter that he wouldn’t be playing against the University of Miami. The position would be filled quite capably by senior Jim Stone. With Carter’s words still echoing through his head, Stone calmly slammed through the highly touted Hurricane defense amassing 224 yards en route to a 52-14 victory.

“He felt bad for Phil, especially after last week’s exceptional performance,” commented Stone, who was Carter’s host when he visited Notre Dame two years ago. “Despite the injury though, he continued to encourage me all week long.”

Another inspiration for Stone resulted from his young er brother, Dan’s knee injury sustained in the Michigan State game. Dan underwent surgery for torn ligaments Saturday and is recovering in St. Joseph’s hospital in South Bend. Of course, had Carter not been the recipient of a brutal tackle on his last carry one week ago, Stone could have remained as backup tackle—a position which has left Stone a frustrated individual.

“Sure it’s frustrating, not to be starting but Coach Devine always talks about being ready. For example, last year when (Pete) Buchanan was injured John Sweeney was prepared and did a fine job in his place. “There’s only one way to be prepared for such situations and that is giving your best in practice everyday. In my own mind, I figured that when Vagas (Ferguson) graduated, I would be the best apparent. Naturally, I knew I’d have to work extremely hard to win the starting position.”

Yet Carter took full advantage of the spring session using his quickness as a major asset. “Phil’s style probably is quicker than mine but our running styles are completely different,” said Stone, who runs the 40-yard dash in 4.5 seconds. Stone also agreed with one sports writer’s inference of Carter’s style being similar to Walter Payton and Stone comparable to Gale Sayers. However, Stone played down such a comparison as he did with regard to his personal performance.

“In order to be a good running back, you have to be able to help from the men up front,” said Stone, who is also a teammate of Carter’s in Flanner Hall. “I don’t like to single out any particular individuals because they were all doing such a fine job, but I’m really proud of John Scully. He did a tremendous job against Jim Burt.”

“Nick Veho also blocked well and he especially helped on the pitch sweep. He kept encouraging me to follow his block.”

“Personally this game today was a big challenge,” continued Stone, who’s parents traveled from Seattle, Wash., to see the game. “But our offensive line kept reminding me that they would do their best. That reassurance gave me a lot of confidence.”

Coach Devine also had confidence in Jim Stone especially on his final 27-yard jaunt. Devine took credit for the decision to let Stone try to reach the 200-yard rushing plateau.

“Under normal circumstances I wouldn’t have put him back in but everybody on the team wanted him to get 200. I could have replaced him with freshman John Monely, but I felt Jim deserved it.”

“I really am proud of Jim He had every opportunity of his career in the shadows of Vagas Ferguson and then found himself without a starting spot this year. Yet Jim continued to work hard. There was never any pouting on his part and he has always been ready when we needed him.”

Asked what kept him going over the sometimes trying four years, Stone noted the support of his family, friends and especially his teammates.

“Playing football at Notre Dame is really something special. It’s hard to explain the magic that this university possesses but when you’re involved in the Michigan game, and the Mirage and Cotton Bowls, you realize the long, tough practices were really worth it.”
HOUSTON (AP) - The neve-
say-die Philadelphia Phi-
lies staged a dramatic comeback
with a five-run eighth in
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**Sports**

**Notre Dame tops Miami, 32-14**

*by Mark Hannakotelo*

Sports Writer

It was all one could expect from a battle between unbeaten teams in a nation's most powerful conference.

It was a classic show-down, it was Notre Dame vs. Miami. It was the game of the year, it was Notre Dame vs. Miami! Who is trying to kid you? There was no kidding on this day, as the nation's seventh and thirteenth ranked teams squared off in South Bend. And there was no kidding either coach about which team was better.

"Notre Dame has got an exceptional football team, by far the best team that we've played," said Miami coach Howard Schnellenberger following his team's 32-14 loss to the Fighting Irish. "They're also the most physical team that we've played. They just played a better perfect game. Today, they were a better football team than we were."

Irish coach Dan Devine agreed.

"To use an old cliché, this was a team victory. We played with a great deal of intensity, and this team was really ready. This team was much, much ready for this game than any other team has been for a particular game since I've been here."

Undoubtedly, the big story of this game was the Notre Dame senior tailback Jim Stone. A native of Seattle, Wash., Stone lifted the name of Carter off of his brother getting a 93-yard touchdown. "I've never, never let a guy go that good," said Devine afterwards, "for a couple of reasons...one, because you don't want to get him hurt, and two, because you've got the game won so you don't want him to get hurt...it was a great afternoon.""If I could have the ball 100 times and 99 of those times, I'd pick up the 200 yards, he had 197 before his last carry, including the players, so I called Mosley back and said 'let's try to get the 200 yards.' Of course, I didn't know he was going to go all the way."

"Devine, whose team is off to their best start (4-0) in his tenure at Notre Dame, and the best overall since the undefeated National Championship year of 1973, had nothing but praise for his senior tailback after the game, saying: 'I'm really proud of Jimmy Stone, because he's labored in the shadow of Vagas Ferguson, and then became the heir-apparent to the position only to get beat out by Phil Carter. But Jim kept working had and never pouted, and when the team needed him, he was there.'"

Schnellenberger's only comment on Stone's performance was "I knew nothing about him, but with a school of this caliber, however they put it in will be of superior quality. He has exceptional speed and good power."

The dominance of the Irish rushing attack against a Hurricane defense that was the nation's best was a major reason why the final score wasn't as close as the oddsmakers had predicted. But Devine's reaction was simple.

"I have never been surprised by anything that's happening in a football game in 35 years of coaching, so I wasn't surprised by anything that happened today."

That dominant rushing attack also overshadowed the performance of quarterback Blair Kiel, the first freshman to start at that position since 1951. Kiel, who wears the same number worn by Irish great Paul Hornung (3), had his problems in the first quarter with 197 (4-17, 35 yards), but managed to pick up an extra 28 yards on a nifty 62-yard run. 38.1 yards a carry. "Kiel was really a 16-year-old kid who played with seven points being run back (that for only 7 yards)."

"Whether he's a freshman or whether he's a junior, I was -- Bob Crable, Scott Ferguson, and then became the most consistent quarterback he's got ever. He's got great potential. He hurt us in the beginning, and two, because you've got the two, because you've got the teams...""

Despite the statistics, Devine was also impressed with the performance of Kiel. "I think he's a very good quarterback and I think he's got great potential. He hurt us in the beginning, and two, because you've got the teams..."

"I also thought he did an excellent job of play-action passing," Schnellenberger continued. "It was very difficult to read whether it was a run or a pass.""But the Fort Wayne, IN youngster hesitated..."

ND takes state tennis crown

by Kelly Sullivan

Women's Tennis

Notre Dame captured eight of nine titles on their way to a Division II state championship Saturday in Indianapolis.

The Irish faced a nine-team tournament, earning 33 points to outdistance runner-up Butler by six. Six of the nine were Notre Dame straight state crown. The previously unbeaten leftfielder was hampered by damaged tendons in her hand, an injury sustained nearly a month ago, and had been favored to take the number five title.

"There's no question that the injury hampered her," explained Philkovich. "I'd had a raquet in her hand for a week and a half, I know she wasn't wearing would let her hit her best shots. She was able to play well at doubles, but she just wasn't strong enough on her approach shots at singles."

"I'm amazed that she got as far as she did — she should be complimenting for placing second," said her coach. The Irish, who jumped from Division III to II this season, have proven themselves a state power but will face a stiffer test of their talent next spring, when they will compete in regional competition.

**Players of the Game**

**by Gary Grasley**

Sports Writer

Time may have run out on the Notre Dame soccer team yesterday afternoon.

Their 2-1 loss to Miami of Ohio (9-13-1), the first to a team in the Great Lakes Region, on chilly Saturday afternoon, probably served the final death notice for any post-season playoff hopes the eighth-ranked Irish had ever been entertaining.

In a clearly contested match that was dominated by Notre Dame field position and time of possession, three critical mistakes proved fatal for the visitor-plagued Irish, now 11-3-4 on the year.

The first two errors came in the first half and each led to Redskin scores.

After thirty minutes of defensive struggling in the midfield area, the Irish left the game tied 1-1. Luckenhoff brought the ball back towards their own net in an effort to drop a pass to keeper Gerard McCarthy. However, as McCarthy raced to meet his teammate, the pass was sent by his right side and rolled right across the goal line for a 1-0

"I'm amazed that she got as far as she did — she should be complimenting for placing second," said her coach.